
 COM∆KA Wall Fans
n	 Available in three sizes 150mm (6”), 230mm (9”) Î·È 300mm (12”).
n	 Intake-Extract automatic model with internal thermo-activated shutters.
n	 The commercial COMGA series of built-in wall fans has been designed for flush fitting into external 

walls, fitting through most wall thicknesses using zinc coated metal telescopic wall liners.
n	 Installation is made simple in solid or cavity walls 155-300 mm thick, or in walls up to 553 mm thick 

using an extension sleeve.
n	 The extractor fan unit and internal grille are also available separately as they are designed to retro 

fit into most leading commercial wall fan liners, which minimises the need for making good and 
redecoration or removal of existing wall liners.

n	 The internal and external grilles are a single tough moulding. This greatly reduces vandalism and 
increases building security whilst only 23mm in profile. They have a 50mm flange for a smooth finish, 
which will blend unobtrusively into most backgrounds. In the 230mm and 300mm models power is provided by a 4 pole single phase 
induction motor with pre-oiled bearings for a long, maintenance free life. The 150mm version is fitted with a shaded pole motor with ball 
bearings.

n	 Models in the range include the standard unit, which has fixed louvres that also provide a natural source of trickle flow ventilation when the 
fan is switched off. The automatic model with thermoactivated internal backdraught shutters open shortly after the fan has been switched on.

n	 There is a variable speed and airflow direction option available on the 230mm and 300mm units, using the new stylish Manrose speed 
controller. This can be flush mounted into a standard single gang 35mm deep metal wall box.

n	 Designed for heavy-duty andextensive usage, the commercial units provide excellent ventilation in public and commercial sector applications 
such as hospitals, schools, railway stations, restaurants, public houses, offices, hotels and factories. The units are all manufactured using 
high impact ABS thermoplastics for strength and durability, aesthetics and easy cleaning. ABS is an easily recyclable material.

Speed Controllers

n	 Speed Controllers
   COMTSCVR: Intake-Extract with neon light for 230mm (9”) and 300mm (12”) fans.
   COMTSCV: Extract with neon light for 150mm (6”) fans.

COMTKA Series Dimensions
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 COM∆∫ 150∞ 310 310 160-290 258 288 263 x 293
 COM∆∫ 230∞ 390 390 160-290 359 366 364 x 371
 COM∆∫ 300∞ 470 470 160-290 440 447 409 x 452

Type Price

 COMTSCV  (Extract) f  81,00
   COMTSVR (Intake-Extract) f  95,00

COMTKA Series

Type
Power

(W)
Air flow
(m3/h)

Noise Level
dB (A) Price

 COMTK 150A 20    278 40 f   284,00
 COMTK 230A 41    668 53 f   425,00
 COMTK 300A 68 1.100 60 f   701,00

V.A.T. not included
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